
The Ospika Mountain Goat Project 
 

Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Modeling Workshops 
              

Workshop #1 – Monday February 3rd through Wednesday February 5th 

Start time 1:00 pm Monday 
Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

 
Workshop #2 – Tues February 18th through Thurs February 20th (tentative) 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 

Workshop #3 – Mon March 3rd and Tues March 4th (tentative) 
Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

 
Workshop #4 – Tues March 18th and Wed March 19th (tentative) 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 

Please RSVP to confirm your interest and participation in these workshops.   
Contact Pamela Hengeveld   Tel. 250-997-5700   pamatwildinfo@cablerocket.com 

 
 
Slocan Forest Products – Mackenzie Operations is hosting a series of 4 workshops in February and 
March 2003 to initiate development of a Habitat Supply Model for mountain goats.   
 
The intent of the workshops is to construct a preliminary, Netica-based (http://www.norsys.com/) 
Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Model to address concerns of habitat supply and alternative mineral 
sources for mountain goat (Oreamnos americanus) populations potentially impacted by forest 
harvesting.  The Mountain Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Model is to be completed by 31 March 
2003, as the initial step in developing a formal, comprehensive Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Model 
that will ultimately link mountain goat and habitat monitoring information, forest development 
planning, and forest management activities.  We expect to continue model development & 
application beyond March 2003 through a large-scale, collaborative, and comprehensive mountain 
goat habitat modeling effort similar in scope to the Omineca Northern Caribou Project (see 
http://www.slocan.com/irm/projects/caribou/model/index.html).  Our long-range goal is to provide a 
mountain goat habitat supply model that can be used by the forest industry at a regional and 
provincial level to plan the provision of mountain goat habitat in the context of sustainable forest 
management. 
 
 
Workshop Goals: 
 
Workshop #1 Scoping – overview of mountain goat ecology and management issues; discussion to 

identify elements of importance to a mountain goat mineral lick habitat supply model 
 
Workshop #2 Netica Model Development – identification of ecological factors and key ecological 

correlates judged important to mountain goat use of mineral licks; identification of 
relationships among factors; incorporation of factors and relationships into Netica 

 
Workshop #3 Model Development, Revisions – review output of preliminary model application 

(using the area of the lower Ospika drainage, Mackenzie Timber Supply Area) 
 
Workshop #4 Model Testing, Revisions, Recommendations for Future Direction  
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Overview of Workshop Activities 

 
Three objectives are identified for completion by 31 March 2003: 

1) Develop a preliminary, conceptual, Netica-based, Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Model;  
2) Conduct a preliminary application of the resulting model to the lower Ospika River drainage 
3) Conduct a preliminary test of key node(s) in the resulting model, using empirical data from 

the lower Ospika River drainage. 
 

The Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Model is an example of conceptual modeling, whereby modeling 
workshop participants will put forth their knowledge of the ecological factors judged important to 
mountain goat use of mineral licks and how those factors relate to each other.  The concepts that 
arise from discussions during these workshops will form the basis of an annotated, preliminary 
Netica-based, Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Model.  This model will be used: 

• To conduct preliminary assessments of mountain goat management policy options; and    
• To assess the interaction and importance of the various factors that influence habitat 

value. 
 

A preliminary application of the Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Model developed during the 
workshops will be made to the lower Ospika River drainage. This trial application will: 

• Predict the effectiveness of the proposed policy and management alternatives. 
 
Testing of the model is accomplished by linking the model to field results. Using empirical data 
collected through the Adaptive Management Trial and resource inventories currently underway as 
components of the Ospika Mountain Goat Project we will be able to: 

• Evaluate the accuracy of the model predictions; 
• Assess results from the active adaptive management study; and  
• Assist in the interpretation of information collected from resource inventories. 

 
Long-range objectives (beyond March 2003) associated with further development, application, and 
testing of the preliminary model developed through these 4 workshops include using the model to: 

• Aid in the selection and testing of criteria and indicators for assessing sustainability; 
• Provide a framework for resource inventory of factors considered important in affecting 

the way goats use mineral licks and trails; 
• Provide a framework for monitoring key indicators of sustainability (i.e., model-

motivated data collection); 
• Provide specific direction for operational management decisions; and  
• Provide explicit recommendations for interim mountain goat management policy in the 

Mackenzie Timber Supply Area. 
 

Products associated with the work enabled by these 4 workshops: 
Results and conclusions from this work will be completed by March 31st, 2003 in the following 
formats:   

• An agenda and post-workshop summary for each of the 4 modeling workshops; 
• An annotated, preliminary Netica-based Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Model; 
• A technical report discussing the results of preliminary application of the model to the 

Ospika River drainage; and 
• A demonstration of the trial application to stakeholders (e.g., slide presentation to the 

Mountain Goat Management Team, workshop participants, and other stakeholders). 
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Background Information 

 
Mountain Goat Ecology 

Mountain goats (Oreamnos americanus), primarily found in rugged terrain at high-elevations, also 
use mineral licks in forested areas at low-elevations.  Mountain goats access low-elevation mineral licks 
from early spring to late fall (Clare 2001), and previous studies in south-eastern Alaska have documented 
mountain goat use of forested areas for forage and cover during the winter.  Mountain goats are not 
considered migratory, and females and their natal groups show strong fidelity to their summer and winter 
ranges.  As a result, well-used trail systems develop between high elevation habitat and low-elevation 
mineral licks, and are traditionally used by goat populations generation after generation (Fox and Smith 
1988). 
 
Conflict with Forestry 

Due to this apparent dependence on, and fidelity to, forested trail systems, goat populations are 
potentially threatened by forestry activities.  Industrial forest development has the potential to cause 
disturbance to goats on their winter range, reduce or eliminate access to mineral licks, and create access 
for hunters to previously un-hunted or vulnerable goat populations.   
 
Mountain Goats in the Lower Ospika River Drainage 

The lower Ospika River drainage in the Mackenzie Forest District, north-central British Columbia, 
supports a population of mountain goats.  Timber harvesting in the Ospika valley began in the late 1970’s, 
with the most recent and intense harvesting coming post-1987.  In 1988, a mountain goat survey was 
commissioned by Fletcher Challenge Canada to assess goat populations in the Ospika valley, and to 
make recommendations concerning future harvest and road construction.  This survey raised important 
management issues about the co-existence of forestry and mountain goats, and also raised alarm about 
increased hunter access to vulnerable goat populations (Hatler 1988).  However, since 1988, no formal 
study has been done, and there is little information available on Ospika mountain goat populations to 
make effective and informed management decisions.  Forest development plans in the Ospika River 
valley are encroaching on areas known to be used by mountain goats. 
 
Current Management Guidelines, Policies, and Strategies 

Goats and goat habitat are identified as a significant resource in both the Forest Practices Code 
(FPC) and the Mackenzie Land and Resource Management Plan (LRMP).  The Mackenzie LRMP 
identifies the need to appropriately manage mountain goats and their habitats, but defers all management 
to policies defined at a regional level.  The FPC has sufficient mechanisms to allow for proper 
management of critical habitats for goats through General Wildlife Measures, Ungulate Winter Range and 
the Identified Wildlife Management Strategy, but a basic lack of technical information has caused 
operational management to be essentially non-existent.  In general, the available policy mechanisms are 
so general as to leave specific direction for operational management decisions vague and ineffective. 
 
The Ospika Mountain Goat Project 

The Ospika Mountain Goat Project is a 5 year (2002-2007) study funded and administered by 
Slocan Forest Products Ltd. and the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program.  The 
project proposes a concurrent, multi-phase approach to developing and implementing effective forest 
management strategies that are considerate of mountain goat habitat values.  Project components 
include: 

• Adaptive Management Trial 
• Habitat Supply Modeling 
• Resource Inventory 
• Policy Development 
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Background Information (Continued) 

 
 
The Adaptive Management Trial is a site-specific study to monitor the impact of different forest 

harvesting strategies on mountain goat use of low-elevation mineral licks and their associated access 
trails in the lower Ospika drainage.  This trial is being conducted by the Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife 
Compensation Program (PWFWCP). 

 
Habitat Supply Modeling is a tool used to predict ecological habitat values.  Models are useful 

for strategic planning and decision-making purposes.  The models will be tested and refined using data 
collected during Peace/Williston’s Adaptive Management Trial and mountain goat Resource Inventories 
to be conducted throughout the Mackenzie Timber Supply Area.  These components of the project are 
being conducted by Slocan Forest Products – Mackenzie Operations. 

 
Information derived from all project activities will contribute to mountain goat Policy 

Development and review. 
 

A Mountain Goat Management Team (including representatives from industry and government) 
has been established as an advisory board for the project and for the development and implementation of 
regional mountain goat management strategies and policies.   
 
 
The Ospika Mountain Goat Project contacts: 
 
MARI WOOD, Wildlife Biologist, Project Leader 
Peace/Williston Fish and Wildlife Compensation Program  
1011 Fourth Ave., 3rd Floor, Prince George, BC, V2L 3H9   
mari.wood@gems7.gov.bc.ca 
phone: (250) 565-4191; fax: (250) 565-6629 
 
SCOTT MCNAY, Forest Biologist, Project Leader 
Slocan Forest Products, Mackenzie Operations 
Box 310, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0   
mcnays@mackenzie.slocan.com 
phone: (250) 997-2585; fax: (250) 997-2533 
 
PAMELA HENGEVELD, Wildlife Biologist, Project Co-ordinator 
Wildlife Infometrics 
Box 308, Mackenzie, BC, V0J 2C0   
pamatwildinfo@cablerocket.com 
phone: (250) 997-5700; fax: (250) 997-5825 
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THE OSPIKA MOUNTAIN GOAT PROJECT 
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling 

 

Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
              

Workshop #1 – Agenda 
Monday February 3rd through Wednesday February 5th 

Start time 1:00 pm Monday 
Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

 
Background: see document circulated by Pam. 
 
Objectives of this workshop: 

• Summarize the current understanding of the ecological situation based on published scientific 
results, preliminary results of ongoing studies and expert / professional opinion. 

• Scope out the ecological factors that are important and the causal interactions among these 
factors. Develop a “word model” that describes and summarizes this understanding 

• Identify gaps in understanding 
• Determine the potential management actions that could be undertaken regarding goat mineral 

licks, so these “management levers” can be included in the modeling framework. 
 
Agenda: 
Introductions and review of the agenda       Rick 
Goals for the project – short term (March 2003), longer term    Scott 
Overview of the current mountain goat management situation (20 min)   Doug W ? 
The mountain goat ecological “story” (30 min)      Doug H/Glen? 

Overview of ecological understanding of goat ecology 
Presentation of results and status of current mountain goat projects 
 Goats in the Mackenzie TSA (30 min)      Pam 
 Adaptive management of mineral licks and trails – Ospika (30 min)  Mari / Fraser 
 Mineral licks (30 min)        Jeremy 
 Smithers work(30 min)`        Laurence 
 
Scoping: Discussion          Rick 
Ecological situation to be modeled 
 What habitat types or “sub-types” are of interest 
 What interspecies factors are of interest 

What human activities are of interest  
Key indicators - factors to be predicted and tracked by the model 

What factors should be predicted 
What factors should be tracked and reported on 
What management activities should be evaluated 

Scoping: Specifics 
Area over which the model should apply 

 Number and type of habitats to be considered 
 Potential management activities to be considered as “levers” 

The size of the ecological units of interest – resolution 
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Time step of the model 
Identification of data sources for each factor 
 Data to be used in model construction 
 Data to be used in model testing 

  
Modeling 
Overview of the Netica modeling approach 
 e.g. CHASE moose model        Pam 
Initial Netica-type chart (word model) of situation (box and arrow model)   Rick 
 
How the model may be used - potential applications. 

For example, these types of models can be used to: 
 Assess areas (map/GIS) and predict the habitat quality 
 Communicate and test understanding of ecological relationships 
 Assess relative effects of alternative management scenarios / policies 

 
Next steps: 
 Preparation required for next workshop 
 Workshop schedule: Feb. 18, 19, 20; Mar. 5, 6; Mar. 17, 18 
 
 

Underlying Philosophy Regarding Modeling 
All modeling activities contain an inherent philosophy.  The philosophy proposed for this project is 
summarized in the following assumptions: 

1. No model is going to be "the true or complete model", therefore it is important to formulate the 
model explicitly, incorporate empirical data and the recognition of uncertainty into the model, 
and adapt the model to new empirical information; 

2. Alternatively, no finite amount of empirical data or science will form an exact characterization of 
the ecological situation or relationships, therefore it is important to develop a model that will 
bridge the gaps in the data and empirical understanding in order to create a more comprehensive, 
albeit theoretical, understanding of the ecological system; 

3. No model, no matter how simple, will be readily implemented at the operations level; therefore it 
is important to incorporate an interpretive component into the overall project product. 

4. An ideal model would be precise, general, and realistic, however one of these elements must be 
sacrificed if the other two are to be met. This modeling approach is built upon a desire for 
generality and realism. 

5. A model of the type proposed has high value as a tool for comparing alternatives, and testing 
hypotheses, within the modeling environment. 

 
The modeling approach is designed to: 

 Serve as a basis for communication regarding the causal relationships involved in the 
ecology of mountain goats. 
 Consider operational management factors relevant to the area. 
 Incorporate data and information from fieldwork. 
 Include a framework for analysis and decision-making. 
 Consist of an open architecture for the evaluation of results (rather than a “black box” 

approach). 
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Workshop Participants: 
Invited:    Confirmed: 
Pam Hengeveld    Yes 
Jeremy Ayotte     Yes 
Katherine Parker    No 
Michael Gillingham    No 
Doug Heard     Yes (dependent on field work) 
Glen Watts 
Doug Wilson     Yes (Monday) 
Dale Seip     Yes 
Mari Wood     Yes 
Fraser Corbould    Yes 
Chris Ritchie 
Bill Arthur     Yes (Monday) 
Bernie Banovic 
Doug Ambedian    No 
Glenn Goymer     Yes (but not first workshop) 
Jim Ladds     No 
Patrick Russell 
Murray Both     No 
Ross Lennox     Yes 
Scott McNay     Yes (Monday) 
Laurence Turney – Smithers   Yes 
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THE OSPIKA MOUNTAIN GOAT PROJECT 
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling 

 
 

Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Modeling Workshops 
              

Workshop #1 - Summary 
Monday February 3rd (1 pm) through Wednesday February 5th (3:30 pm), 2003  

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 
 
Attendance: Rick Ellis (facilitator), Bill Arthur, Dale Seip, Doug Heard, Doug Wilson, 

Fraser Corbould, Glen Watts, Jeremy Ayotte, Laurence Turney, Mari Wood, 
Pamela Hengeveld, Ross Lennox, Scott McNay 

 
Introductions / Review of Agenda (Rick) 
 
Project Goals (Scott) 

• Long-term: use model as an operational tool, specifically at the Forest 
Stewardship Plan level 

• Short-term (to March 31, 2003): develop a good framework for a goat habitat 
model, functional in a way that it can be applied in the Ospika 

• Scott’s “wish list” for this model: 
o Develop something similar in look and feel to CHASE (i.e. same ideas - 

principles, functionality, application) 
o Less model development time (because a mtn goat model is more of an 

element-level model than a stand/landscape level model, and we’ve 
gained Netica/modeling experience from CHASE development) 

o Maintain excellent collaboration (as with CHASE) 
 
Current Mountain Goat Management Situation 

• Yellow-listed (not threatened but of special management concern) 
• In draft IWMS 

o Natal areas = critical habitat  
o Mineral licks = important habitat features (visual buffer of 200-400m 

recommended for WHAs around licks) 
• FPC Operational Regulations 

o “significant mineral lick” = a resource feature 
o has mechanisms for proper management (eg UWR, General Wildlife 

Measures) but lack of explicit direction / technical info = minimal 
operational management 

• Mackenzie LRMP 
o Objective = id high value mtn goat habitat and implement regional 

management strategies 
o Currently no management strategies exist 
o Slocan has developed a draft interim policy for the Mackenzie TSA 

 
What do managers want from a mtn goat habitat model ? 

• Habitat Management 
o UWR scenario (not a general set of requirements) 
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o can model predict features (e.g., high and low elevation mineral licks) 
o guidelines for practices when features found 
o trails to low elevation licks and other seasonal movements – landscape 

features, linkages, disturbance, destruction 
o importance of forested bluffs for winter habitat ? 

• Management Levers 
o road access / density, over flight disturbances (local / high density areas), 

recreational disturbance, storm loss, predation  
• Planning 

o clarity re management that should be applied E.g., explicit guidelines, 
when habitat used, access trails, timing / proximity of industrial activity 

o SFM plans – using model to plan how and what to monitor 
o testing assumptions of model 

• Factors 
o hunting access / high female harvest (due to difficulty in identifying sex), 

timing, use, buffers, visibility and screening, native harvest, bluffs, dry 
licks 

 
Goat Ecology 

• Fine / smaller scale (finer than caribou) - small home ranges 
• Tied to cliffs / escape terrain 
• Goats > caribou > moose  -- goat = most predation risk averse 
• Stay close to escape terrain 
• Not necessarily tied to high elevations if escape terrain / predator avoidance not 

an issue at lower elevations 
• Licks and access to licks is important (use involves predation risk) 
• Live in huge range of snow depths, winter where forest canopy intercepts snow 

(forage availability), snow = predator barrier 
• Natal areas are important - steep terrain, predation cover (trees?) 
• Hunting – small populations – viability? 
• Aircraft disturbance – whole population impacted 
• Diet – eat anything, not restricted by food requirements 
• Effective anti-predator strategists – but same issue as caribou (goats are an 

alternative prey) 
• High fidelity to trails / licks, over generations 
• Variations in how populations use habitat? 

 
Current Mountain Goat Projects 
 

The Ospika Adaptive Management Trial 
Peace/Williston Fish & Wildlife Compensation Program (Mari / Fraser) 
• Trail buffer 100 m each side 
• Trails 

o 1 main or fingers, from alpine to licks 
o not linear as crow flies – to bluffs / breaks (~ up to 500 m between bluffs) 

- staging areas on route 
o check out before using trail (spend time watching the trail before leaving 

the lick) 
o day and night use of licks / trails 
o trails = goat trails that other species also use 
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o move fast on trails 
o follow terrain – ridges – escape 
o no ecological characteristics of trail importance 
o high affinity to trails 

 
Mackenzie TSA Goats  
Slocan (Pam) 
• 4 distinct peaks in trail use on 4 dates (in Aug, Sep, Oct)  
• used in early spring – April 
• segregated use by sex ? open question 
• seasonal use / peaks 
• 70% day use, 30% night use, different patterns on different trails / licks 
• dispersed licking important 

 
Physiological importance of wet & dry licks to ungulates 
UNBC MSc candidate (Jeremy) 
• working in Tuchodi Lakes area, Muskwa-Kechika, northern Rockies 
• theories on importance of licks: 1) replenish mineral deficiencies due to diet, 2) 

as buffers (ingest carbonates and clays to balance pH) 
• preferred licking sites within the licks 
• weather had a big effect on dry lick use 
• behaviours monitored at licks were bedded, standing, licking 
• active infrared cameras were established at dry licks 
• 3 dry licks, 3 wet licks monitored 
• goats displace sheep at dry licks 

 
Smithers Goats  
Ardea Consulting (Laurence) 
• Nadina Mtn (SW of Houston) 
• looking at forested habitat use 
• goats found to be at the sites for 1-3 days (based on camera data) 
• have taken the inventory approach rather than the modeling approach to identify 

goat habitat 
• used Netica for a lot of habitat supply modeling for other species (not goats) 
• have some goat management strategies in place at Foxy Creek site 
• no movements during poor weather conditions 

 
Scoping: discussion 

• Do we know all the licks in the TSA? Most major ones (?) (think that most large 
low elevation licks of ~3-4 ha  have been identified in key valleys) 

• What size can we identify on airphotos, maps, etc – staging areas?  No – 
probably too small. 

• What size do we want to look at for licks?  Suggest 2-3 ha, 5 ha 
 
end of Day 1 
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Scoping 
 

Objective 
• Build a framework to model the whole “goat story”, then we can focus on 

licks/trails as a component of the more comprehensive model. 
Assumptions 
• food may be limiting, but trade-off to avoid predation. Predator avoidance is more 

important than food 
• No displacement of goats at the licks (by other species) 

 
Habitats of interest 
• Natal areas / escape terrain 
• No / low snow 

o Licks 
o Trails / escape “bluffs” staging areas 

 Straight lines, high affinity, traditional use over time 
o Summer alpine + high elevation licks 

• Deeper snow (winter) 
o Winter alpine – windswept 

 Avalanche risk 
o Subalpine / snow and escape terrain 

 Subalpine, steep, low value timber 
 Avalanche risk 

• Bluffs (in forested areas)– used year-round e.g., canyons, Nadina moutain 
 Avalanche risk 

 
Interspecies factors of interest 
• Natal areas 

o Eagles, wolverines, wolves, bears 
• Licks 

o Bears, wolves (bears higher risk due to greater chance of encounter) 
• Trails 

o Bears, wolves, cougars 
• Alpine summer 

o Bears, wolverine 
• Winter alpine / subalpine 

o Wolverine (bears asleep, wolves not in area) 
 

Human activities of interest 
• Natal areas 

o Harrassment by air (causing direct mortality) – distance, # of flights. 
Critical areas and critical timing only.  Could deal with this via no fly 
window ~ May 21-June 21. 

• Licks and trails (low elevation) 
o Aerial harassment – response not considered to cause direct mortality 

(flee into forest) 
o Goat hunting at bluffs, licks – poaching, subsistence, regulated 
o Roads – contribute to increased hunter access, thus increased goat 

harvest 
o Timber harvest 
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o Oil and gas, mineral exploration – over flights and road construction 
o Recreation - ATVs 

• Alpine summer 
o Goat hunting (regulated) 
o Roads and cutblock access / screening 
o Recreation - ATVs 

• Winter alpine / subalpine 
o snowmobiling 

 
Disease transfer – domestic sheep, goats, llamas 
 

Management Levers 
• Flight rules 

o Distance from (vert and horiz), # of flights.  No fly zones / times 
• Recreation 

o Hiking, skiing, wildlife viewing distances 
• Hunting regulations 

o LEH, small areas 
• Screen / visual management / sight distances 
• Trail buffers - ~100 m each side 
• Cutblocks 
• Road proximity to licks – adjacent, crossing trails 
• Timing of road building 
• Timing of logging 
• Timing of mineral exploration / oil and gas 
• Traffic management on roads – traffic density, harassment? 
• Road deactivation (complete reclamation) 
• Alpine/subalpine – no roads, no harvestable timber 

 
Limiting factors for goats 
• Accidents 
• Avalanches 
• Predation 
• Starvation 
• Hunting (roads – regulated hunting primarily, poaching, subsistence) 
• Harrassment 

o Short term – over flights on natal and steep/escape terrain, researchers 
o Longer term - ?  snowmobiles, trucks, recreational (hiking, skiing)? 

• Roads / cutblocks 
o Remove cover on trails – impact? Re-growth density (low visibility in 15-

20 year old regen)? Trails all in mature open forest? 
o Access to hunters 
o Access to predators – bears use roads (travel and roadside feeding) and 

cutblocks (feed in early seral, 0-20 yr old cutblocks).  Duplicate moose-
wolf model and include bears to get predation risk model for goats at low-
elevations. 
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Habitat Characteristics 
• Low-elevation forested licks 

o Within 300 m  of a creek / gully 
o Unstable terrain 
o Break in topography 
o Lacustrine / fine soils (surficial / soils map) 
o Forest Inventory – identified clay banks, environmentally sensitive areas 
o Within 5 km of alpine >>> include this as a general rule, but do not apply 

it in the study area (5 km is too great a distance – everything in the study 
area is within 5km of alpine) 

• Trails 
o User defined? 
o Straight as possible – topographic influence 
o Start at escape terrain in alpine 
o 500 m / 1000 m bluff to bluff 
o forest is not as important as bluffs on either end 
o “bluffs” = creek draw break, ridges 
o shortest distance between bluffs 
o 1 ha – ¼ ha 
o same as subalpine escape terrain 
o 20 m height difference 
o start to end point connection 

• Alpine 
o Summer habitat 

 Not limiting 
 45-60 degrees 
 all aspects 
 2-3 ha 
 1 km movement from escape terrain 

o Winter habitat 
 Steep 45-60 degrees 
 Feed on windswept ridges adjacent 
 South aspect 
 Roughness – no avalanches 
 Adjacent to but not avalanche track (Forest Cover data, TEM 

better) 
 Not glacier (TRIM data) 

• Natal Areas 
o South facing 
o Steeper (50-60 degrees) 
o 1 ha + 
o roughness 

 Laurence’s script: looked at slope change of 20-30 degrees within 
100 m of each 25 m grid.  

 For Ospika – we have mainly 1:10 M contours, 1:20 M for more 
isolated, northerly areas 

o Geology – volcanics, limestone 
o Biophysical 
o Within 500 m from edge of subalpine winter range 
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Study area (Short term – to March 31 2003) 
• Lower Ospika (good animal data) 
• Upper Ospika 
• Pesika / Akie (good base data) 

 
Netica model development 

• Used the habitat types, factors, and management levers identified above to 
construct 5 Netica model frameworks: 

o Alpine winter escape terrain 
o Subalpine / forested winter escape terrain 
o Natal area 
o Low-elevation mineral licks 
o Trails 

 
End of Day 2 
 
Netica model development 

• Filled in the CPTs for all 5 Netica models 
• Defined and labeled the states for each node in the models 
• Discussed alternatives for modeling predation risk 

o Include bears in a modified CHASE moose-wolf abundance model 
o Model predation risk as a function of trail/lick proximity to early seral 

habitats (favourable habitat for alternative prey & predators) 
• Result = 5 functional goat habitat models 

 
End of Day 3 
 
 
ACTION ITEMS 
 
Ross   Soils map, geology map, interp terrain  - availability?   
Laurence  Roughness GIS script   
Scott / Pam  Predation Model – set up GIS script for proximity to early seral (or expand 

CHASE moose-wolf model to include bears)  
Pam  Document the model, Netica - reorganize state orders (ensure states = 

explicit names and defined measurables), rename nodes (CHASE codes)  
Pam / Scott  Prep base data – 3 areas (same as CHASE data)  
Pam  Trails map – after running forested, alpine, licks models 
 
 
NEXT MEETING 
 
Workshop #2 scheduled for February 18 – 20, Prince George. 
 
 
 
Adjourned 
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THE OSPIKA MOUNTAIN GOAT PROJECT 
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling 

 

Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
              

Workshop #2 – Agenda 
Tuesday February 18 through Thursday February 20 

Start time 9:00 am, Tuesday 
Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

 
Objectives of workshop: 

• Review the conceptual basis, relevant factors and relationships included in the draft Netica 
models. 

• Review and revise the draft Netica models – all factors, states and CPT tables 
• Identify gaps in understanding 
• Develop the models to the point where they can be run on the Lower Ospika study area. 

 
Note: at the request of some of the key people on the team, the agenda is structured to provide an 
opportunity to review and comment on the work-to-date on the models in a focused way on the morning 
of Feb. 18. Hopefully most of the team will be able to continue working with us on the detailed work of 
further developing the models for the rest of the workshop. 
 
Agenda: 
Feb. 18, 9:00 – 12:00 
Review of previous workshop activities and progress on the development of the 5 Goat models. Each 
model will be presented. The focus will be on reviewing the general structure of each model to ensure 
all team members have an opportunity to review and comment on model development. 

Goat Models: 
1. Alpine Winter Escape Cover 
2. Forested Winter Escape Cover 
3. Natal Areas 
4. Trails to Low Elevation Mineral Licks 
5. Low Elevation Mineral Licks 

 
Feb. 18, 1:00 – 4:30 and Feb. 19, 20 
Detailed review of each of the 5 Netica models under development to apply our best understanding of 
the ecological situation to the models. The state values for each factor in each model will be reviewed 
and revised as necessary. The CPT tables will be reviewed and revised to reflect the current 
understanding of the causal relationships among the factors. 
 
Review of how the 5 models may be used: 

For example, these types of models can be used to: 
 Assess areas (map/GIS) and predict the habitat quality 
 Communicate and test understanding of ecological relationships 
 Assess relative effects of alternative management scenarios / policies 

Next steps: 
 Preparation required for next workshop – March 5 - 6 
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THE OSPIKA MOUNTAIN GOAT PROJECT 
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling 

 
 

Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Modeling Workshops 
              

Workshop #2 - Summary 
Tuesday February 18th (9 am) through Thursday February 20th (12 pm), 2003  

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 
 
Attendance Working session - Rick Ellis (facilitator), Dale Seip, Doug Wilson, Fraser 

Corbould, Mari Wood, Pamela Hengeveld   
Review session – Bill Arthur (in addition to the above) 

 
Workshop Goals  

• Review the conceptual basis, relevant factors and relationships included in the 
draft Netica models – revise the models and CPT tables. 

• Develop a desired set of products from the model runs 
• Develop a plan for next steps and tasks 
• Plan the next workshop 

 
Refining the Models - Summary of Discussion 
 
Escape Habitat Model 

• Discussed the need for an alpine summer habitat model (natal areas are tied to 
summer habitat, hunting pressure, potential for mineral/oil/gas industry impacts) 

• Noted that important feature in alpine summer, natal areas, alpine winter, and 
forested escape habitats = steep, rough terrain. Thus, a single model can 
represent all four habitat/range types.  Each type can be distinguished as a sub-
set of the general model by simple addition of 1 or 2 parameters unique to each 
(e.g., restricted to south aspects in winter) 

• Preferred escape habitat is defined as steep, rough slopes that are non-forested 
and not a glacier. 

• Escape habitat value is reduced by: 
a) Increased predation risk due to the proximity of cutblocks (identified by 

evaluating the amount of high value predator habitat, i.e, mesic/hygric 
cutblocks <40yrs old, within a 2km radius) 

b) Increased local goat harvest due to the proximity of roads and cutblocks 
(within 500m, 500-2000m, and >2000m). 
• Decided not to distinguish between types of hunting. Guided harvest 

is not related to road proximity (so it’s irrelevant here); regulated & 
unregulated harvest both have potential for increased impact at a site 
as road access develops, however harvest management would 
require local hunting restrictions (which gov’t wants to avoid).  

• Agreed that a baseline level of hunting at a site will increase as road 
access increases. It is the increase that we are concerned about 
(assumed >3% increase = unsustainable). Overall, easiest way to 
manage hunting pressure at a site is to manage road access to the 
site. 
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• Providing a visual screen / buffer around the site is not thought to be 
effective (i.e., if a site is known and there is access to it, then goats 
are vulnerable to harvest), but screens/buffers can be evaluated in 
scenario runs, rather than as a node in the model. 

• Used 2000m as a cut-off to be consistent with IWMS / WHA 
recommendations 

c) Aerial disturbance (frequent fixed-wing and heli flights in close proximity 
to goats on escape terrain have the potential to cause direct mortality i.e., 
goat falls or jumps) 
• Aerial disturbance is included in the model, but there is no input data 

for this, and it is not a dynamic factor (thus trivial in a spatial-dynamic 
model). It may be retained in the model to identify over-flights as an 
issue of concern, but it might best be considered as a “rule” (i.e., don’t 
fly within 500 m of goat escape habitat) rather than a management 
lever. 

• Fixed-wing and heli impacts not differentiated because flight proximity 
and duration levers will capture the difference between the two. 

d) Ground-based disturbance 
 

Trails Habitat Model 
• Important to have all factors considered in the Adaptive Management Trial 

included in the models 
• Hypothesis: Goat behaviour will change if trail canopy cover is removed.  Expect 

that goats will show preference for trails in non-seral habitats, so added a node to 
characterize trail preference based on stand age (visibility through the forest is 
presumed to be reduced in stands aged 15-80 yrs). 

• Trails = a user-defined input.  Effective width of the trail was identified as 50m 
(25m each side of the trail). 

• Trail habitat value is reduced by: 
a) Increased predation risk (identified by evaluating the amount of high value 

predator habitat, i.e, mesic/hygric cutblocks <40yrs old, within a 2km 
radius) 

b) Ground-based disturbance 
• Discussed whether the trail itself might be attractive to predators (irrespective of 

proximity to early seral cutblocks) – can add a predator control management 
lever to deal with this 

 
Low-Elevation Mineral Licks Habitat Model 

• Lick habitat preference is defined by unstable (failed) slopes that are claybanks 
and/or have fine/lacustrine soils 

• Lick habitat value is reduced by: 
a) Increased predation risk (identified by evaluating the amount of high value 

predator habitat, i.e, mesic/hygric cutblocks <40yrs old, within a 2km 
radius) 

b) Increased local goat harvest due to the proximity of roads and cutblocks 
(within 500m, 500-2000m, and >2000m).  
• Decided not to distinguish between types of hunting. Guided harvest 

is not related to road proximity (so it’s irrelevant here); regulated & 
unregulated harvest both have potential for increased impact at a site 
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as road access develops, however harvest management would 
require local hunting restrictions (which gov’t wants to avoid).  

• Agreed that a baseline level of hunting at a site will increase as road 
access increases. It is the increase that we are concerned about 
(assumed >3% increase = unsustainable). Overall, easiest way to 
manage hunting pressure at a site is to manage road access to the 
site. 

• Providing a visual screen / buffer around the site is not thought to be 
effective (i.e., if a site is known and there is access to it, then goats 
are vulnerable to harvest), but screens/buffers can be evaluated in 
scenario runs, rather than as a node in the model. 

• Used 2000m as a cut-off to be consistent with IWMS / WHA 
recommendations 

c) Ground-based disturbance sub-model. 
 
Disturbance Impact sub-model 

• Ground disturbance is a potential factor in all habitat/range types, so a 
disturbance sub-model was developed as an input to the lick, trail, and escape 
models. 

• The disturbance model was expanded to include human activity separate from 
roads and machines, and structured such that the 3 disturbance types could be 
additive. 

• Includes ground-based disturbance caused by: 
a) Traffic on roads that cross or are adjacent to trails and licks (impact 

determined by a combination of seasonal timing, road traffic frequency, 
and road proximity) 

b) Noise from machines working on cutblocks in close proximity to the trails 
and licks (impact determined by a combination of seasonal timing and 
proximity to active blocks) 

c) Human presence on or near the trails and licks (impact determined by a 
combination of seasonal timing, days between visits, and proximity).  This 
includes cruising, layout, and silviculture crews (ie., crews associated with 
planned industrial activity such as timber harvest).    

 
 
General Overview of the Modeling Process 
 
While our work is currently focused on developing a simple, preliminary habitat supply 
model (steps 1and 1b below), it’s helpful to have some idea of what the next steps (1c-4 
below) might be (beyond March 31, 2003) 
 

1. Initial modeling (1 time step, e.g., current situation) 
a) Develop model(s), focus on goat habitat 
b) Run the model(s) to get output products (maps, etc) that demonstrate the 

current situation for goat habitat supply 
c) Test the models, e.g.: 

 Was the model successful in identifying habitats that we wanted it 
to predict? May conduct inventories to ground truth the results. 
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 Do the preference nodes accurately represent habitat selection by 

mountain goats? May conduct statistical analyses using radio-
telemetry data to assess model output. 

d) Revise the models 
2. Model changes in habitat supply over time (multiple time-steps) 

a) Run SELES (landscape event simulator software) to assess landscape 
changes over time 

b) Run the model(s) to get outputs for multiple time steps 
3. Run various scenarios to get a sense of limiting habitats and alternate 

management plans 
4. Integrate population information with the habitat supply model 

a) Run RAMAS and/or SELES software to develop a spatial population 
model 

 
End of Days 1& 2 
 
 
Products to be produced by the project (for the next workshop): 
Basic: 

• Map of study area (L. Ospika) including a 2 km buffer around the study area, 
showing current roads and cutblocks 

• Map of areas identified as irregular by roughness script (to check out the script) 
Predation: 

• Map of study area showing levels of predation risk 
Hunting: 

• Map of study area showing levels of increase in hunting harvest of goats 
Disturbance: 

• Map of areas of Industrial Activity (Cutblocks and Mineral Activities) showing 
levels of disturbance resulting from the activity 

• Map of road traffic disturbance area showing levels of road traffic disturbance 
(proximity only since no frequency data is available) 

• Map of total ground disturbance showing levels of ground disturbance 
Trails: 

• Netica model 
• Map of trails (50 m total width) by preference class (preference node results) 
• Table of the total area of trails and the area in each preference class 
• Map of trails (50 m total width) by habitat value class (habitat value node results) 
• Table of the total area of trails and the area in each habitat value class 

Low Elevation Mineral Licks: 
• Netica model 
• Map of mineral lick by preference class (preference node results) 
• Table of the total area of mineral lick and the area in each preference class 
• Map of mineral lick by habitat value class (habitat value node results) 
• Table of the total area of mineral lick and the area in each habitat value class 

Escape: 
• Netica model 
• Map of escape by preference class (preference node results) 
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• Table of the total area of escape and the area in each preference class 
• Map of escape by habitat value class (habitat value node results) 
• Table of the total area of escape and the area in each habitat value class 

 
Model Run Requirements (in addition to base data): 
Disturbance: 

• Proximity of roads – road traffic 
• Proximity of current cutblocks and mineral activity sites (if available) 
• Set management levers as follows: 

o Human – off (Nov. – Apr.) 
o Industrial Activity – off (Nov. – Apr.) 
o Roads – on (May – Oct.); Freq = 1-2 

Trails: 
• Predation Risk 
• Map of Trails 
• Ground Disturbance 

Mineral Licks: 
• Predation Risk 
• Ground Disturbance 
• Hunting increase – proximity of roads 
• Soil texture / Terrain stability grids 

Escape: 
• Roughness 
• Table of nonforested 
• Hunting Increase – proximity of roads 
• Aerial disturbance – off (proximity GT 2000m) 
• Predation Risk 
• Ground disturbance 

 
GIS Scripts Required: 
A. Road Disturbance - Proximity of Roads: 
 Centerline of trail to centerline of road 
 Categories: 0-25m; 25-400m; (400+m) 
B. Increased Goat Harvest – Proximity of Roads or Cutblocks: 
 Categories: 0-500m; 500-2000m; (2000+m) 
C. Machine Disturbance - Proximity of Cutblocks harvested in the current year: 
 Categories: 0-400m; 400-1000m; (1000+m) 

Note: when available, add location of Mining activities (camps, well heads, 
exploration) and treat these activities the same way cutblocks are treated in 
the model 

D. Roughness (Laurence script or create new script) 
E. Predation Risk: Proximity of Predator Habitat 
 Predator Habitat: Less than 40yrs and Mesic or Hygric ecosystems (BEC units) 
 Categories: Determine the area of Predator Habitat within a 2 km buffer 
  If 30% of total area is Predator Habitat than Risk Rating is High 
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  If 10 - 30% of total area is Predator Habitat than Risk Rating is Moderate 
  If less than 10% of total area is Predator Habitat than Risk Rating is Low 
 
Review Session 
 

• Updated participants on status of the models 
• Reviewed product list and task list 

 
End of Day 3 
 
 
TASK LIST 
 
Task: Done by: Who: 
1. Prepare draft notes from the workshop Feb. 24 Pam 
2. Prepare workshop report Feb. 21 Rick 
3. Prepare rationale for aerial disturbance model component Feb. 26 Mari 
4. Prepare rationale for ground disturbance model component Feb. 26 Mari 
5. Prepare rationale for predation model component Feb. 26 Mari 
6. Prepare rationale for Hunting increase model component Feb. 26 Mari 
7. Prepare model documentation Mar. 7 Rick 
8. Revise models (model custodian) Feb. 20 Pam 
9. GIS Scripts and runs – Road Disturbance Mar. 3 ? Jon 
10. GIS Scripts and runs – Increased Goat Harvest Mar. 3 ? Jon 
11. GIS Scripts and runs – Machine Disturbance Mar. 3 ? Jon 
12. GIS Scripts and runs – Roughness Mar. 3 ? Jon 
13. GIS Scripts and runs – Predation risk Mar. 3 ? Jon 
14. Documentation of GIS scripts Mar. 3 ? Jon 
15. Prepare table of values to be included in Non-forested  

List of ITGs that should be considered non forested in Netica 
escape model 

Feb. 25 ? Pam 

16. Prepare table of values to be considered predator habitat 
List of BEC units to be classed as mesic / hygric for predation 
risk GIS 

Feb. 26 Pam / Randy  

17. Prepare study area boundary map – including buffer (roads and 
blocks) 

Feb. 28 Karin 

18. Prepare base data layers for model runs, including soils and 
terrain 

Feb. 28 Karin 

19. Run Netica models Mar. 7 Pam 
20. Prepare products (see list) Mar. 14 Karin / Pam 
21.    
22.    
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NEXT MEETING 
 
Workshop #3 scheduled for Mar. 17, 18 - Purden Rm. @ 9:00. 
Project Review / Presentation: Mar. 31 – Purden Rm @ 9:00 
 
Adjourned 
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THE OSPIKA MOUNTAIN GOAT PROJECT 
Adaptive Management & Habitat Supply Modeling 

 

Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
              

Workshop #3 – Agenda 
Monday Mar. 17 through Tuesday Mar. 18, 2003 

Start time 9:00 am, Monday 
Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 

 
Objectives of workshop: 

• Review progress on model development (see task list from workshop 2 report) 
• Review preliminary model results (to be presented at workshop) 
• Review and revise the current Netica models, as needed 
• Review draft model documentation (to be presented at workshop) 
• Plan next steps 

 
 
Agenda: 
Mar. 17, 9:00 – 4:30 
Review of progress on model development. The task list from workshop report 2 will be used as a basis 
for reviewing activities and reporting progress. 
Review of preliminary model results 
 
Mar. 18, 8:30 – 3:00 
Review and revision of Netica model structure and CPT tables (see attached note from Mari) 
Review of model documentation  
Next steps: 

Preparation for next workshop – Mar. 31 
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THE OSPIKA MOUNTAIN GOAT PROJECT 
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Goat Mineral Lick Habitat Supply Modeling Workshop 
 

Workshop #3 – Summary 
Monday March 17th (9am)  through Tuesday March 18th (10am), 2003 

Purden Room, 4th Floor, 1011 Fourth Avenue, Prince George 
 
Workshop Activities: 

• Review the status of progress on running the models 
• Review and revise the models based on concerns raised regarding CPT consistency between 

models, and the need to split the Escape model into summer and winter 
• Determine the management application of the model 
• Develop a plan for next steps, tasks, model runs, and workshops 

 
Participants:  Working session: Fraser C., Mari W., Pam H., Ross L., Glen W., Rick E. 
  Review session: Bill A. 
 
Next Workshop: May 7, 8 - Purden Rm. @ 9:00 
 
 
Workshop Results: Project Status 
 
Study Area Map: 

• The current study area was chosen based on the availability of biophysical data – it is smaller 
than the area that will likely be covered by the radio telemetry locations of goats, however it is 
satisfactory for model development. 

 
Roads: 

• Use roads (2002) data set. Ross to provide road info and coding of whether the road is active in 
summer, winter or both. 

• Revise model to indicate the states of roads are: 0-50 m, and 50–400 (resolution limitations 
dictate this scale) 

 
Cu-tblocks: 

• Use cut-block (2002) data set. Ross to provide cut-block info and coding of the year the block 
will be logged and whether it is summer or winter. 

 
Mineral Activity: 

• No input data – no known activity in the area. 
• Check with SRM for mineral tenure, road and activity data layer. 

 
Ground disturbance: 

• Runs based on cut-blocks and roads 
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• Eliminate timing factor from sub-model. Use coding of roads and cut-blocks to determine season 

of activity 
 
Aerial Disturbance: 

• Prepare as a sub-model to match documentation 
 
Predation Risk: 

• Currently running on stand age only 
• Need biophysical data from Atticus (data format problem) 

 
Trails: 

• Four known trails are plotted and used in the model runs 
• There is one additional trail that will be included (Pam has data from Bill) 

 
Low Elevation Mineral Licks: 

• Not run 
• Need biophysical data from Atticus (data format problem) 
• hunting node – change node name to “local unregulated harvest” 

 
Summer Escape (old escape): 

• Not run 
• Need roughness script – not a technical problem; simply time required 
• Need table of forested / non forested ITGs 

 
Winter Escape (new model): 

• Add aspect and avalanche components (as developed in previous versions of winter model) 
• Need roughness script – not a technical problem; simply time required 
• Delete local harvest – no regulated harvest at this time of year and unregulated harvest is not a 

significant factor in winter 
• Delete predation risk – main predators are wolverine (wolves have more difficulty moving to 

escape areas and are less successful hunting there in winter) 
• Disturbance – eliminate timing factor from ground disturbance sub-model. Use coding of roads 

and cutblocks to determine season of activity 
 
Model Products required: 

• Confirmed list developed at previous workshop 
 
 
Assessment of Progress: 
Deliverables for FII contract done 
One road-block to progress – biophysical information in useful format – Atticus 
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Task List: 
Task: Done by: Who: 
23. Prepare workshop report Mar. 20 Rick / Pam 
24. Revise models (model custodian) Done Pam 
25. Add 5th trail to trail data layer Mar. 21 Pam 
26. Prepare table of values to be included in Non-forested  

List of ITGs that should be considered non forested in escape 
Mar. 31 Pam 

27. Edit Ch 3 of model documentation to reflect current models Mar. 26 Mari 
28. Edit Ch 2 – Management Application  Mar. 26 Rick 
29. Review Ch 2  Mar. 26 Ross 
30. Delete Ch 4 from documentation Mar. 20 Pam 
31. Edit Ch 5 - Interpretations Mar. 26 Rick 
32. Prepare users guide Mar. 26 Pam 
33. Provide data layer of roads (2002 + 5 years) coded by season Mar. 21 Ross 
34. Prepare data layer of cut-blocks (2002 + 5 years) coded by season Mar. 21 Ross 
35. GIS – Roughness Mar. 31 Pam 
36. Prepare and deliver presentation on project in Mackenzie 

- Slocan, Abitibi, MoF, Mtn Goat Mgmt and Modeling groups 
Mar. 31 Pam 

37. “Manage” the delivery of useful Biophysical information Apr. 7 Pam / Scott 
38. Prepare table of values to be considered predator habitat 

List of BEC units to be classed as mesic / hygric for predation risk 
Apr. 10 Pam 

39. Prepare FII proposal Apr. 3 Pam 
40. Develop Mineral activity data layer (Ramona Blackwell – SRM) Apr. 15 Pam 
41. Run Netica models Apr. 30 Pam 
42. Prepare products (see list in workshop report #2) May 6 Pam / Karin 
43. Next workshop to review model results May 7, 8 Pam / Rick 
44. Mountain Goat Management Team meeting May 9 Pam / Mari 
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